The project «BUBBLEU2021» was funded with the support of the
European Union under the Programme "Europe for Citizens"

Applicable to the Strand 2 – Measure 2.1 "Town-Twinning”
Participation: The project involved 1255 citizens, notably (176 participants from the foreign twin municipalities and
1079 from Zemné and the surrounding twin municipalities and settlements), 70 participants from the city of
Mosonszolnok (Hungary), 10 participants from the MADARSKI KULTURNI CENTAR NEPKER SUBOTICA UDRUZENJE,
Subotica (Srbia), 45 participants from the city of Tešedíkovo (Slovakia), 70 participants from the city of Tab
(Hungary), 26 participants from Kyjovske Slovacko v pohybu (Czech Republic), 34 participants from Zakladna
organizácia ZPCCH a SZTP, Zemné (Slovakia).
Location/ Dates: The event took place in Zemné (Slovakia), from 27/08/2021 to 28/08/2021.
Short description:
Our BUBBLEU2021 Event took place in Zemné between 27-28 August 2021. The activities of the two-day event
focused on a combination of professional programmes and cultural and social activities in support of the Europe
for Citizens programme. The main objective of the twinning meeting was to promote intercultural interaction
between representatives of the EU Member States, exchange experiences and opinions on current EU political and
economic issues.
The main organiser of the event was the municipality of the municipality, but NGOs, voluntary groups and other
institutions from the municipality were also involved in the preparation and organisation of the event.
The programmes of the two-day event were as follows:
27/08/2021 (Friday)
between 13-16:00 hour: Arrival of guests, accommodation
from 15:30
"My favourite place in the EU" - photo exhibition of visits and memories of the EU
"Project partners in 2D" - presentation of partners from different municipalities
Exhibition in the Jedlik House:
Krisztián Mészáros: People and Covid-19 photo exhibition
Richárd Nagy: 3D photo exhibition of the buildings of Europe
Village Museum opening ceremony: presentation of the ancestral artefacts collected so far
From 18:00 "Our culture and our history" - Scout quiz
19:30 For You Acapella
21:00 "RockaroundEU": Republic (HU) - musical concert
23:30 Nautulis Bt, Szímő

28/08/2021 (Saturday)
from 10:00
EU information point: information materials about the region, the EU, twin cities, distribution of questionnaires questions about the EU, opinions on migration, EU scepticism, the future of the EU, EU colouring for the youngest,
promotion and propaganda materials.
"Past and present" - interactive science playground for young people. Presentation and analysis of the inventions
of István Ányos Jedlik by children in the Jedlik room.
From 11:00
"Tastes and traditions in the EU" - gastronomic competition, tasting of traditional dishes, presentation of local
products
12:00 Festive lunch for the delegation from the twin towns
From 14:00
Mayors' strategic planning, Jedlik House
"Multicultural Europe" - cultural programme on the open-air stage: performances by local, district and twin town
groups
"How do you see the future of the EU" - video reports with participants
"Become a volunteer" - a discussion forum for young people and NGOs with a professional who will present the
From 15:00 "How does the MEP see the future of the EU?" discussion forum with former MEP Pál Csáky on the
future of the EU, migration, minority rights, solidarity in the EU, with the involvement of young people.
Presentation of the "White Paper on the Future of Europe".
From 17:00 "BUBBLEU 2021" - in memory of the explorer István Jedlik Ányos, 221 litres of wine fizz made with soda
and wine.
19:30 Diva's, musical concert
18:00 Ceremonial welcome of the mayors at the wine fizz making.
Evaluation of the gastronomic competition and consumption of wine fizz. The proceeds from the sale of the fizz
will be donated to charity.
From 19:30 "Multicultural Europe" - a colourful international music programme
19:30 The Blacbirds (Beatles Tribute)
20:30 Zsolt Kiss
22:00 R-GO (EN)
00:00 Arti and Gifo disco
Permanent accompanying activities for children during the two-day event: bouncy castle, trampoline, pavement
painting, face painting, craft activities

